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AV3Vanteroventral third ventricleDMHdorsomedial hypothalamic nucleusKOknockoutLPSlipopolysaccharideMnPOmedian preoptic nucleusPOApreoptic area of the hypothalamusT~c~core body temperatureTRPtransient receptor potential.

Introduction {#s0001}
============

Thermoregulation research has faced a burst in the last 2 decades due to the recognition of the importance of temperature for the complex interactions among physiological, pathological, psychological and environmental factors.[@cit0001] Homeothermic animals developed the ability of regulating core body temperature (T~c~) within a narrow range, optimal for cellular and molecular function, even when facing sudden and large variations of environmental temperature. This amazing capacity is due to the orchestration of both behavioral (see below) and autonomic thermoeffectors, e.g. autonomic control of heat loss/conservation through cutaneous vasomotion or water evaporation through skin or respiratory tract, and thermogenesis in special tissues such as brown adipose tissue or through shivering in skeletal muscles.[@cit0004] Although the development of autonomic thermoregulatory mechanisms were pivotal for the maneuver of homeothermia, its ability to compensate for thermal loads is limited by body resources such as water (heat loss) and energy (thermogenesis). As a result, behavioral thermoregulation mechanisms are the most efficient available for animals to compensate for greater thermal loads, without compromising valuable body resources. Yet, the nervous system mechanisms and pathways regarding behavioral regulation of body temperature in response to environmental thermal challenges remains a central question in neuroscience.

In 1975, Cabanac[@cit0006] pointed to behavior as a "new trend in physiological investigation" with the recognition of behavior as a physiological response. In the face of homeostasis-threatening thermal fluctuations of an environment, behavioral thermoregulation consists of a broadly conserved mechanism which potentially increases the chance of survival of several species.[@cit0002] In addition, thermoregulatory behavioral adjustments may be interpreted over evolutionary time scales a factor which may have substantial influences on the ecological niche of species. Species can dwell in specific environments basically due to their anatomical and/or biochemical/physiological adaptations to environmental stressors. Such adaptations ensure survival and, consequently, the possibility of procreation of individuals in their natural habitat, even if ambient temperature is considered permanently hostile (e.g., desert regions) or becomes so seasonally or occasionally.[@cit0008]

The skin is an important organ that influences in behavioral thermoregulatory mechanisms. Different from autonomic thermoregulation that use only feedback signals,[@cit0009] thermoregulatory behaviors use peripheral thermal feedback signals from the skin and feedforward signals for complex behaviors, like explore the environment using non-hairy skin.[@cit0010] The spinothalamocortical pathway, in which thermal signals from skin are transmitted by neurons in the lamina I of the spinal cord, and reach the primary somatosensory cortex through a relay in the posterior part of the ventral medial nucleus in the thalamus,[@cit0012] is mainly responsible for perception and discrimination of cutaneous temperature. Recently, a distinct somatosensory pathway was identified and described as responsible for activation of autonomic defense mechanisms against environmental thermal challenges partially independent from the thalamus. This pathway involves a projection from dorsal horn to the preoptic area of the hypothalamus (POA) with a relay in the external lateral and central parts of lateral parabrachial nucleus (cold signals[@cit0014]) and in the dorsal part of the lateral parabrachial nucleus, (warmth signals[@cit0014]) however this pathway uses, even partially, the same signals from the skin pathway, which is thalamus-dependent as describe above.

For autonomic control of body temperature, POA plays an incontestable role orchestrating different neural pathways for each autonomic thermoeffector. From there (POA), neural signals are distributed to distinct neural circuitries which separately control different autonomic thermoeffector, such as brown adipose tissue thermogenesis, peripheral vasomotion and shivering thermogenesis.[@cit0017] Although there is evidence suggesting that different thermoregulatory behaviors in the rat (e.g., relaxed postural extension, thermoregulatory grooming, and locomotion) also use distinct neural circuitries,[@cit0018] the neuroanatomic substrate of no thermoregulatory behavior has been studied extensively. Besides, there is still no evidence of a brain area that plays such a *maestro* role for behavioral thermoregulation as POA plays for autonomic thermoeffectors. Our purpose in this review is to gather what is known regarding the neural mechanisms and brain areas that control some of the most important thermoregulatory behaviors in mammals.

Behavioral Thermoregulation {#s0002}
===========================

Selection of ambient temperature {#s0002-0001}
--------------------------------

Energy expenditure on thermoregulation may somehow impair ontogeny and potentially undermine reproductive success, different from plants in which metabolic expenditure on thermoregulation cannot be naturally reduced by means of relocation.[@cit0020] Selection of an ambient temperature (also referred to as warmth- or cold- seeking/avoidance behavior) is a very conservative thermoregulatory strategy; perhaps the most conservative one.

In the laboratory, this behavior can be studied either at a thermogradient apparatus or at a chamber preference setup ([**Fig. 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). The thermogradient consists of a setup with a longitudinal ambient temperature gradient, usually ranging from subneutral cold to supraneutral warmth temperatures, and the animal can choose between a wide range of ambient temperatures.[@cit0007] In the chamber preference setup, also known as 2-temperature choice setup, 2 options of thermal environments is offered for the animal (e.g., cold vs neutral, warmth vs neutral, cold vs warmth), and thermoregulation will result from the movement of the animal between the 2 compartments of the chamber.[@cit0021] Warmth- and cold-seeking behavior are commonly evoked in a multitude of species belonging to almost all classes of metazoans by significant decreases or increases in ambient temperature − compelling individuals to move to a warmer or colder region/environment to escape serious injury or even death and/or to improve welfare.[@cit0002] Search for the preferred ambient temperature may also be triggered from stimuli that activate neuro-immune-endocrine responses, such as fever and septic shock (hypothermia followed by fever; for review see Ref.[@cit0001]) or reduces O~2~ availability (hypoxia).[@cit0022] The chance of selecting an ambient temperature of preference can be crucial for determining the type of thermoregulatory response an animal will display. For instance, Almeida and colleagues[@cit0007] have demonstrated that rats treated with a high dose of lipopolisaccharide (LPS) respond with cold-seeking behavior and hypothermia followed by warmth-seeking behavior and fever, whereas the same LPS dose applied to animals kept a subneutral environment develops a greater hypothermic response.[@cit0001] Figure 1.Schematic of different apparatus used for the study of behavioral thermoregulatory responses in the laboratory. (**A**) thermogradient apparatus. (**B**) 2-temperature choice setup. (**C**) operant behavior setup. In **A** and **B**, by registering the position of the animal in the apparatus either using infrared photo beams or a camera recorder (not shown in the schematics), the selected ambient temperature can be calculated. In **C**, the parameter analyzed is the ambient temperature. In operant behavior, animals learn to adjust its own environmental temperature by means of pressing a bar or moving to a reward area in order to receive either heat or cold air reinforcement.

Although the importance of this behavior (selection of ambient temperature) for thermoregulation is unquestionable, the neural pathways controlling this behavior are not completely understood. Studies aimed at understanding the neural pathways controlling behavior started more than 5 decades ago, and used electrodes to stimulate and/or lesion of different areas combined with observation of different types of behavior. By warming regions described as the septal area, ventral midbrain and dorsal medulla, Roberts and Mooney[@cit0019] observed an increase in the locomotor activity of rats, which might be related to an attempt to escape an environment and find a more pleasant one. Nevertheless, a later study showed that lesioning these same areas did not affect warmth-induced locomotion,[@cit0023] ruling out the participation of these areas in the neural circuitry for the control of behavioral thermoregulatory responses. Interestingly, POA warming or lesioning did not affected warmth-induced locomotion,[@cit0019] indicating that this area might not be related to behavioral thermoregulation. Later, the hypothesis for POA involvement in the circuitry for the selection of ambient temperature was excluded: by placing a large bilateral electrolytic lesion in the preoptic area, and using different stimuli \[physical stimulus-- heat and cold; chemical stimulus--agonists of thermo- transient receptor potential (TRP) channels; and inflammatory stimulus -- LPS\] to induce thermal preference behavior, the authors showed that although all autonomic responses were severely compromised in the POA-lesioned rats, none of the behavioral responses to the different stimuli used were compromised in these animals,[@cit0007] excluding the role of POA in thermal preference in mammals.

Involvement of other hypothalamic structures, *viz*., paraventricular nucleus, or dorsomedial nucleus (DMH), in thermopreferendum was studied in rats stimulated thermally (cold and heat exposure), pharmacologically (by using thermo-TRP channels agonists) or immunologically (LPS challenge). From all behaviors studied, LPS-induced cold-seeking response was the only behavior found to be mediated by neuronal bodies located in the DMH and neural fibers passing through the paraventricular hypothalamic nucleus, which comprise to date the first 2 landmarks of the map of the circuitry of cold-seeking behavior associated with endotoxin shock ([**Table 1**](#t0001){ref-type="table"}).[@cit0007]

Operant thermoregulatory behavior {#s0002-0002}
---------------------------------

Behavioral thermoregulation can also be studied in operant behavior systems ([**Fig. 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). In this paradigm, the animal is placed at a hot or cold environment and will receive a warm or cool reward every time a required action is performed (such as bar pressing or moving to a reward area). This apparatus requires extensive training of the animals, because the action must be learned, yet it has been used in the investigation of the brain areas controlling thermoregulatory behavior.

Because POA has been considered to be the major integrator for the autonomic responses, this was the first site to be investigated when researchers tried to first establish a central neuronal pathway for behavioral thermoregulation. By using central thermodes, it has been shown that local cooling or heating of anterior hypothalamus and POA produces the behavioral motivation for heat and cold,[@cit0024] indicating that this area may function as a thermosensitive site. In agreement, Fos-like immunoreactivity is observed in the median preoptic nucleus (MnPO) of rats having performed a heat-escape behavior, but also in rats passively heated to the same ambient temperature achieved by animals performing the operant behavior,[@cit0026] indicating this area as a thermosensitive, but not necessarily involved in the genesis of the thermoregulatory behavior. Indeed, lesioning of POA has further proved that this area is not involved in the neural circuitry for operant thermoregulatory behavior, as rats trained to press a bar to escape heat showed an increase in this response after bilateral preoptic lesions, being able to maintain stable T~c~ behaviorally.[@cit0027] Using a similar approach, Satinoff and Rutstein[@cit0029] demonstrated that rats with anterior hypothalamic bilateral lesions could not thermoregulate autonomically, but they kept their ability to thermoregulate behaviorally in a heat-reinforcement operant procedure. Although neurons in POA might not be related to thermal stimulus inducing operant thermoregulatory behavior, there is evidence that this circuitry might be involved in heat escape behavior induced by systemic salt-loading, as ibotenic acid lesions of MnPO inhibits this behavior in rats.[@cit0030]

In the early 70′s, the lateral hypothalamus appeared as a promising target for the start of unraveling the neuronal behavioral thermoregulatory pathway, when rats with electrolytic lesion of the lateral hypothalamic area were shown to present severe deficiency in bar pressing for heat-reinforcement.[@cit0031] Lateral hypothalamic lesions however, often cause motor deficits of various types as well as a reduction in general motivation, with impairment of behaviors such as feeding, drinking, and shock avoidance, suggesting that impaired thermoregulatory behavior in lateral hypothalamus-lesioned rats is a secondary consequence of motor/motivational impairment. Indeed, further studies that re-evaluated the role of lateral hypothalamus in behavioral thermoregulation, found a similar or even improved performance of lateral hypothalamus-lesioned over sham-operated animals,[@cit0032] thus discarding the participation of this structure in the neuronal circuitry for behavioral thermoregulation.

Hypothalamic structures are not completely ruled out from the neural circuitry for operant thermoregulatory behavior. Fos-like immunoreactivity is observed in the parastrial nucleus and DMH in rats having performed heat-escaping behavior, but not in rats passively warmed, suggesting these sites as candidates pieces in the circuitry for the genesis of operant behavior.[@cit0026] Interestingly, DMH is also a region on the map of the circuitry of cold-seeking behavior associated with endotoxin shock ([**Table 1**](#t0001){ref-type="table"}).[@cit0007]

Posture changes/body extension {#s0002-0003}
------------------------------

Body extension consists of "relaxed elongation of the body in a prone position with curved spine straightened horizontally, hind legs flexed toward the sides and rear, and forelegs folded beneath the neck." The head remains in an alert state, but is soon lowered to the floor. This behavior has been observed in different species such as rat and dog, and is important as it alters the ratio surface/volume of the body, facilitating heat transfer to the environment ([**Fig. 2**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Different from other thermoregulatory behaviors that are elicited by changes in the skin temperature, prone extension behavior has been shown to be elicited independent from skin temperature, being completely dependent on central sensors.[@cit0034] Interestingly, this is also the only thermoregulatory behavior known to include POA in its circuitry control: POA warming elicits relaxed prone extension,[@cit0019] whereas POA lesion markedly reduced or eliminated the heat-induced postural extension response.[@cit0023] Figure 2.Infrared thermograms (unpublished observations) of a rat exposed to supraneutral ambient temperature (∼30°C, top view) engaged in a series of grooming behavior, including medial (**A**) and lateral body licking (**B---C**). Note in D the reduction in skin temperature resultant from licking (arrow). In E, a rat exposed to a warmer ambient temperature (∼36°C) is expressing prone extension behavior. To obtain this pictures, male Wistar rat (14 weeks old) was exposed individually to ∼30 or ∼36°C in a temperature-controlled chamber (Eletrolab; Sao Paulo, SP, Brazil) and the behavior of the animal was recorded by an infrared camera (Flir, A300 -- Series; Portland, OR, USA) for further analysis of the video. The grooming images were taken in the first 15 min of exposure to ∼30°C and prone extension image was taken after 60 min at ∼36°C.

In addition to the involvement of POA, the periventricular tissue around the anteroventral third ventricle (AV3V) has been reported in relaxed prone extension. In this study, rats with lesion of this region, which included injury in rostral periventricular tissue and medial edge of the medial preoptic nucleus, the organum vasculosum of the lamina terminalis and the ventral part of the MnPO, shown decline in adoption of the the heat-induced body extension ([**Table 1**](#t0001){ref-type="table"}).[@cit0035]

Grooming {#s0002-0004}
--------

Grooming is a common and robust behavior in rodents, and consists of stereotyped forms such as licking, scratching, and face-washing,[@cit0036] representing great part of behavior presented in waking time and is triggered by many factors, such as predator stress, injection of drugs, as well as heat,[@cit0037] being an important thermoregulatory behavior of heat defense in rats.[@cit0038] This behavior allows the spread of saliva onto the body surface and, consequently, promotes the evaporative heat loss ([**Fig. 2**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0039] Grooming is one of the main behaviors used by rats for heat loss. For example, at 40°C of ambient temperature, grooming is the mechanism responsible for more than half of the heat lost.[@cit0040] It can be studied by observation of the animal, usually recording the behavior for further analyses of the time spent in grooming. As shown by Roberts,[@cit0041] rats, guinea pigs and gerbils have an increase of more than 180% in grooming at high ambient temperatures (\> 37.7°C). However, other species such as mice and hamster decreased time spent grooming in warmth. Interestingly, the reduced grooming of mouse does not mean that grooming is not a thermoregulatory behavior. The salivary efficiency increases the wetting and compensates the shorter duration, observed by the elevated water loss, around 60%. Hamsters have an efficient evaporative cooling via panting and/or an altered pattern of air movement through the nasal and oral cavities as well.[@cit0041]

An efficient thermoregulatory grooming behavior depends on increase in the salivary production, making grooming a mixed autonomic/behavioral thermoeffector. Some brain regions have been reported to be involved in salivation, such as lateral,[@cit0042] anterior,[@cit0043] and ventromedial hypothalamus,[@cit0044] and the periventricular AV3V.[@cit0035] In these studies, it has been shown that lesion in these areas promotes decrease in heat-induced salivation level and, consequently, deficiency in heat loss, promoting increase in T~c~. Moreover, the organum vasculosum of the lamina terminalis, MnPO and subfornical organ, which together form lamina terminalis, lateral and medial portion of POA and the insular cortex was shown to have efferent neural pathways to salivary glands.[@cit0047]

Although salivation and grooming are related and occur in a paired way, they are stimulated independently: salivary secretion can start in a lower temperature threshold and by another kind of stimuli such as taste or bouts of grooming.[@cit0049] Furthermore, thermoregulatory grooming behavior and salivation elicited by heat seem to be controlled by different neural pathways,[@cit0049] while the anterior hypothalamus has been reported to induce the salivation by warm stimulus,[@cit0050] the posterior hypothalamus produce grooming,[@cit0019] and this behavior is not impaired in rats with lesion in periventricular AV3V,[@cit0035] unlike salivation, as described above (**Table 1**).

Importance of Thermal Sensation for the Initiation of Behavior: Involvement of TRP Channels {#s0003}
===========================================================================================

As stated above the organisms respond to changes in ambient and body temperature with different behavioral effector. The ability to perceive environmental stimuli is an important adaptive skill, which allows animals to preview thermal ambient conditions minimizing energy expenditure to guarantee internal thermal balance. Although the neural pathways to the behavioral thermoregulatory mechanisms remain largely unknown, the knowledge regarding thermal signal transduction has advanced greatly within the past 2 decades due to the cloning and characterization of thermally sensitive TRP channels, also known as the thermo-TRPs. The understanding of the mechanisms of thermal transduction can be important for guiding the unveiling of the neural pathways that control thermoregulatory behaviors. Thermo-TRPs are activated in a wide range of ambient temperatures, with TRPV1-V4, TRPM2, M4 and M5 activated by warmth, and TRPA1 and TRPM8 activated by cold.[@cit0017] For some thermo-TRP channels physiological functions as thermoreceptors have been proposed, examples include the TRPV3,[@cit0056] TRPV4,[@cit0021] and TRPM8,[@cit0052] and there is some evidence of their involvement in the initiation of thermoregulatory behaviors, as we will discuss below.

TRPM8 {#s0003-0001}
-----

The characterization of TRPM8 channel allowed a breakthrough in understanding of the mechanisms for the detection of cold stimuli.[@cit0060] This channel is activated *in vitro* by temperatures below ∼25°C, and also by chemical compounds such as icilin and menthol.[@cit0051] TRPM8 is expressed in small diameter neurons in dorsal root ganglion and trigeminal neurons,[@cit0060] which is consistent with a role of these channels in thermoreception. Furthermore, there is no co-expression of TRPV1 with TRPM8, indicating that TRPM8 channel is expressed in a population of neurons distinct from those sensitive to warm temperatures.[@cit0062]

Primary evidence from TRPM8 role as a thermoreceptor comes from studies that used knockout (KO) animals. In behavioral experiments, TRPM8-KO mice exhibited a strong deficiency in the ability to discriminate between moderately warm and cold temperatures when submitted to 2 temperature preference assay[@cit0058] or to thermal gradient assay.[@cit0052] In these studies, null TRPM8 mice spend more time in innocuous and noxious cold temperatures than wild-type mice, while keeping aversion to noxious heat. Furthermore, not only TRPM8-KO animals exhibited this alteration in thermoregulatory behavior, but also adult rats that had ablation of TRPM8-expressing neurons also behave similarly.[@cit0065]

In two of these studies, the number of crossings between one ambient and another in animals subjected to 2 temperature preference assay was also studied; this parameter can evaluate cold-avoidance.[@cit0064] While the control mice reduced the number of crossings when one of the plates was cooled and the other was maintained at 30°C (indicating cold-avoidance), the TRPM8-KO mice and those that had depletion of TRPM8-neurons showed greater thermal mobility not only to innocuous but also for noxious cold temperatures, supporting the hypothesis that these animals display a deficit in the detection of cold stimuli.

Corroborating these findings, mice treated with the TPRM8 antagonist "compound 5" exposed to 2 temperature preference assays (22 vs 30°C), spent more time in the cold (22°C) than in the warmth side (30°C) compared to mice treated with vehicle, showing similar behavior to TRPM8- KO mice, demonstrating that mice sensitivity to cold temperatures was decreased by inhibition of TRM8 channels.[@cit0066]

In studies using chemical stimulation, activation of TRPM8 with low intravenous doses of menthol[@cit0002] or topical application of menthol,[@cit0067] warmth-seeking behavior was observed in rats exposed to thermogradient. Similar results were also observed in mice.[@cit0068] Interestingly, M8-B, another antagonist of TRPM8 channels, was shown to attenuate both menthol-induced warmth-seeking behavior and cold-induced increase in c-fos expression in the lateral parabrachial nucleus (LPB),[@cit0067] a brain region known to receive cutaneous cold signals from primary sensory neurons,[@cit0014] and send these cold signals to the preoptic area of the hypothalamus (POA),[@cit0015] suggesting that the neural pathway activated to initiate cold-induced warmth seeking behavior may pass through LPB as a result of activation of TRPM8 termorreceptors.

TRPV1, TRPV3 and TRPV4 {#s0003-0002}
----------------------

TRPV1 is a non-selective cation channel, highly expressed in small diameter sensory neurons, which can be activated by noxious temperatures \> 42°C, protons and chemical agonists as capsaicin.[@cit0072] Although this channel has been characterized as a thermosensor, evidence shows that the thermoregulatory response evoked by TRPV1 is independent from body or ambient temperature and occurs also at temperatures that are out of activation range of this channel.[@cit0074]

The TRPV3 and TRPV4 channels are activated by innocuous warmth temperatures (range from ∼33 to 39°C and ∼25 to 34°C, respectively[@cit0077]) and they are the 2 main candidates to function as moderated warmth receptors involved in heat defenses in mammals. Other than innocuous warmth, stimuli such as chemical (e.g., camphor, garlic extracts, oregano) can also stimulate TRPV3,[@cit0051] while TRPV4 are also stimulated by chemical (e.g., 4-αPDD, arachidonic acid metabolites, hyposmolarity, low pH) or mechanical stimuli (shear stress).[@cit0083]

Consistent with its thermosensitivity *in vitro*, the protein of TRPV3 and V4 channels is located in some elements compatible with thermoregulatory function. TRPV4 is found in endothelial cells, sweat glands, primary sensory neurons and sympathetic afferent neurons in the POA,[@cit0077] and both channels are highly expressed in stratified epithelial cells and keratinocytes,[@cit0077] suggesting that skin TRPV3 and V4 channels can preliminarily detect warmth stimuli. Indeed, there is evidence that the transduction of thermal stimuli from skin TRPV3 channels to sensory neurons occurs via ATP.[@cit0093]

Evidence has supported the participation of TRPV3 channels in behavioral thermoregulation. In studies with ablation of TRPV3 channel, it has been shown that KO mice exposed to a thermogradient behave different from wild wild-type mice. In one study, while WT animals remain most of the time between 30 -- 38°C in a thermogradient (temperature range between 15 to 55°C), selecting this temperature range 25 min after starting the test, TRPV3-KO mice showed a preference for this temperature range only after the first hour assessment and, before that time, showed no preference for any temperature.[@cit0056] Another study observed that TRPV3 KO mice occupancy in a thermogradient displayed a sharp bias toward cooler temperatures when compared to controls.[@cit0094] In another test, using the 2-temperature preference assay, the authors demonstrated that both wild-type and TRPV3-KO have aversion to cold, i.e., spend more time at room temperature when allowed to select between this temperature *vs* cold (15°C). However, when the animals had to choose between room temperature *vs* warmth (35°C), wild-type mice showed a clear preference for the warmth environment (spent more than 90% of the time at 35°C), significantly different from TRPV3-KO mice, which spent only about 65% of the time at 35°C.[@cit0056]

It has been proposed that the TRPV4 channel also acts as a thermoreceptor. The involvement of TRPV4 channels in thermoregulatory behavior was preliminarily studied in TRPV4-KO mice that demonstrated preference to warmer temperatures compared to wild type animals when undergoing thermal gradient or 2-temperature selection tasks.[@cit0057] Corroborating this result, a recent publication using pharmacological treatment demonstrated that chemical activation of TRPV4 (probably the cutaneous TRPV4 channels) by topical application of TRPV4-agonist leads rats to choose colder temperature in 2-temperature preference assay and in thermogradient assay. In addition, TRPV4-blocking with intravenous administration of a selective antagonist of this channel inhibited warmth-induced cold-seeking behavior in thermogradient.[@cit0021]

There is a single study, using the same strain used in the study of Moqrich et al,[@cit0056] that has shown that TRPV3-KO mice exhibited no clear alterations in thermoregulatory behavior, although when studying a different strain (TRPV3-KO 129S6), the authors showed a discrete alteration, in which mice preferred a narrower region of cooler temperatures.[@cit0095] Furthermore, double TRPV3 and TRPV4-KO C57BL6 mice behavior did not differ from wild-type mice in the thermal gradient, which led the authors to conclude that TRPV3 and TRPV4 ion channels are not major contributors to mouse heat sensation.[@cit0095] However, negative results with KO animals are difficult to interpret, because in these animals compensatory mechanisms may occur,[@cit0096] especially in this case where there is a double TRPV3 and TRPV4- KO. Together, these data and other evidence described above points to a role for TRPV3 and TRPV4 channels in thermoregulation.

Together, these data corroborate the hypothesis that the selection of an appropriate ambient temperature is initiated by signals generated at peripheral shell thermoreceptors, probably involving thermo-TRP channels. Although the afferent and efferent neural circuitries for each behavioral thermoregulatory response is still little established, there is evidence that, at least for cold/TRPM8 dependent signals, the spino-parabrachial pathway might be involved,[@cit0067] but whether warmth signals also activate this pathway is still a matter of investigation. The majority of thermoregulatory behaviors studied (except for prone extension behavior) are independent from the integrity of POA, and finding the brain area(s) responsible for integrating these thermal signals and converting into behavioral thermoeffectors is nowadays a challenge in neuroscience.

###### 

Involvement of hypothalamic structures in thermoregulatory behavior in rats

  Behavior           POA/MnPO                                                              Hypothalamic Area DMH                                             Posterior Hypothalamus
  ------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------
  Selection of Ta    Not involved^5,17,20^                                                 Involved LPS-induced cold-seeking  behavior^5^                    ---
  Operant Behavior   Involved Salt-loading induced heat  scaping behavior^28^              Involved Thermal stimuli induced  Fos-like Immunoreactivity^24^   ---
  Body Extension     Involved Warmth-induced prone  extension^39^                          ---                                                               ---
  Grooming           Involved Warmth-induced  salivation[^\*^](#t1fn0002){ref-type="fn"}   ---                                                               Involved Warmth-induced grooming^36,39^

Ta: ambient temperature.

other hypothalamic areas were also described for salivation. See text for details and references.
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